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The Unseen, Odorless Killer Lurking In Your Home: How To Know If It’s ThereThe Unseen, Odorless Killer Lurking In Your Home: How To Know If It’s There

•	 Carbon monoxide is not detectable by humans. It is an odorless, colorless and toxic gas.Carbon monoxide is not detectable by humans. It is an odorless, colorless and toxic gas.
•	 We highly recommend the installation of Carbon Monoxide detectors in your home or place of business as a part of your We highly recommend the installation of Carbon Monoxide detectors in your home or place of business as a part of your 

detection system. In the event of CO detection, our operators will attempt to contact you immediately, will advise you to detection system. In the event of CO detection, our operators will attempt to contact you immediately, will advise you to 
leave the premises and will dispatch your local fire department to determine if it is safe to return.leave the premises and will dispatch your local fire department to determine if it is safe to return.

Depend On Us!

Manage
Individual Account

Manage
Multiple Accounts

Manage

Manage
Multiple Accounts

stay Informed!
Would you like to receive our Newsletter, 

information about new services and products 
and security information by email?

Just email us at info@esssecurity.net

The MySecurity Account and MySecuity Account 
Pro (for Apple devices iOS 6 or later) Apps 
provide our customers access to account data, 
and the ability to update features like contact 
lists, using handheld devices.

Property managers find MySecurity Account 
Pro especially useful for managing multiple 
accounts. 

For further information about supported 
devices, program features, how to download the 
Apps and how MySecurity Account can work for 
you, contact us at 866.422.4141.

Connection
stern

We are pleased to provide you with our first newsletter as we enter our We are pleased to provide you with our first newsletter as we enter our 
33rd year of business. Our mission, providing security you can depend on, 33rd year of business. Our mission, providing security you can depend on, 
has never been more important. Over the past 33 years, the world and our has never been more important. Over the past 33 years, the world and our 
country have become less safe. Friends, family, and customers all have a country have become less safe. Friends, family, and customers all have a 
concern with the personal safety of their loved ones and the protection of concern with the personal safety of their loved ones and the protection of 
their hard-earned assets.

While the world is less safe, there has been an explosion of technology While the world is less safe, there has been an explosion of technology 
that gives us tools that we never had before to make you more safe and that gives us tools that we never had before to make you more safe and 
secure in your environment. Video technology is more robust and more secure in your environment. Video technology is more robust and more 
affordable each year. We can design a comprehensive video system to affordable each year. We can design a comprehensive video system to 
reduce manpower requirements in a large commercial complex or have reduce manpower requirements in a large commercial complex or have 
a single camera in a house which gives you or our call center video in the a single camera in a house which gives you or our call center video in the 
event of an alarm. We can also store video for review in the event of an event of an alarm. We can also store video for review in the event of an 
incident. This has solved many crimes and prevented potential liability for incident. This has solved many crimes and prevented potential liability for 
our clients.

We can now provide connectivity to your mobile device to turn your system We can now provide connectivity to your mobile device to turn your system 
on and off, adjust temperature, view video, and receive alerts whenever on and off, adjust temperature, view video, and receive alerts whenever 
your premises is entered. We also have multiple means of sending your premises is entered. We also have multiple means of sending 
signals when there is a carrier failure in our increasingly complex world signals when there is a carrier failure in our increasingly complex world 
of technology. In future newsletters we will highlight new and emerging of technology. In future newsletters we will highlight new and emerging 
technologies that may be of interest to you. technologies that may be of interest to you. 

One thing has not changed over the past 33 years: good service companies One thing has not changed over the past 33 years: good service companies 
are hard to find. As a closely held business, with owners working every are hard to find. As a closely held business, with owners working every 
day, we take pride in fielding a team that is responsive, up to speed on day, we take pride in fielding a team that is responsive, up to speed on 
technology, and absolutely committed to the safety and well being of our technology, and absolutely committed to the safety and well being of our 
customers. We have long- term employees who share our vision. We make customers. We have long- term employees who share our vision. We make 
things happen the old fashioned way. We work hard, take pride in our work, things happen the old fashioned way. We work hard, take pride in our work, 
never take shortcuts and always provide sensible solutions to security never take shortcuts and always provide sensible solutions to security 
challenges. 

All of us thank you for your business. We hope you enjoy our newsletter All of us thank you for your business. We hope you enjoy our newsletter 
and our ongoing commitment to earn your loyalty. Please accept our and our ongoing commitment to earn your loyalty. Please accept our 
best wishes for a happy, healthy holiday season.best wishes for a happy, healthy holiday season.

   Sincerely,ely,

Cooper MacDonnell
General Manager/VP
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OUR FOCUS IS TO PROTECT LIVES AND PROPERTYOUR FOCUS IS TO PROTECT LIVES AND PROPERTY

WE TAKE ALARMS SERIOUSLYWE TAKE ALARMS SERIOUSLY
Did you know that 94-98% of all alarm activations are Did you know that 94-98% of all alarm activations are 
not actual emergencies and are triggered falsely*? not actual emergencies and are triggered falsely*? 

For emergency responders, false dispatches are expensive and dangerous, and they For emergency responders, false dispatches are expensive and dangerous, and they 
divert limited resources from actual emergencies. In addition to the fines/fees our divert limited resources from actual emergencies. In addition to the fines/fees our 
community has begun to charge for them, false alarms make it less likely monitoring community has begun to charge for them, false alarms make it less likely monitoring 
center personnel will be immediately available during critical events. We are committed center personnel will be immediately available during critical events. We are committed 
to managing and reducing false alarms by employing the latest technologies and to managing and reducing false alarms by employing the latest technologies and 
industry standards. To address this issue and to provide you remote access and industry standards. To address this issue and to provide you remote access and 
greater control over your security system and account, we have released mobile apps greater control over your security system and account, we have released mobile apps 
and developed real-time bi-directional text-messaging (SMS), e-mail notifications and and developed real-time bi-directional text-messaging (SMS), e-mail notifications and 
First Call Response, a state-of-the-art solution that ensures immediate assistance.First Call Response, a state-of-the-art solution that ensures immediate assistance.

MySecurity Account and MySecurity Account Pro apps are available for AppleMySecurity Account and MySecurity Account Pro apps are available for Apple® iOS 
and Google Android™ devices. Both provide you with instant access to your account and Google Android™ devices. Both provide you with instant access to your account 
information, including up-to -the-minute signal reporting, from anywhere! Our monitoring information, including up-to -the-minute signal reporting, from anywhere! Our monitoring 
services have been enhanced to provide you with SMS and E-mail notifications of your services have been enhanced to provide you with SMS and E-mail notifications of your 
system’s activity. You can even reply back to an SMS message to acknowledge receipt system’s activity. You can even reply back to an SMS message to acknowledge receipt 
of the notification or to request a cancelation on an alarm response. of the notification or to request a cancelation on an alarm response. 

First Call Response employs a Natural Language Speech Recognition technology First Call Response employs a Natural Language Speech Recognition technology 
similar to that used in Siri, the popular voice-recognition software found on the Apple similar to that used in Siri, the popular voice-recognition software found on the Apple 
iPhone®. It provides an immediate and streamlined response to non-emergency . It provides an immediate and streamlined response to non-emergency 
signals and to burglary alarms where the probability of a false alarm is extremely high. signals and to burglary alarms where the probability of a false alarm is extremely high. 
A computer-generated call is instantly made to the premises upon receipt of an alarm. A computer-generated call is instantly made to the premises upon receipt of an alarm. 
If the alarm is not cancelled by an authorized person it is immediately handed over If the alarm is not cancelled by an authorized person it is immediately handed over 
to our monitoring center personnel for dispatch. Its primary purpose is to ensure that to our monitoring center personnel for dispatch. Its primary purpose is to ensure that 
you experience high-quality responses and consistently faster response times during you experience high-quality responses and consistently faster response times during 
critical events. Rest assured, all emergency dispatches are handled by our highly critical events. Rest assured, all emergency dispatches are handled by our highly 
trained and experienced monitoring center staff that, thanks to First Call, are no longer trained and experienced monitoring center staff that, thanks to First Call, are no longer 
diverted to handle false alarms and low-priority events. diverted to handle false alarms and low-priority events. 

Contact us today to learn about these new technologies and how you can put them to Contact us today to learn about these new technologies and how you can put them to 
work for you. They are just one more reason that you can Depend on Us!work for you. They are just one more reason that you can Depend on Us!

*United States Department of Justice Police Department*United States Department of Justice Police Department

READY FOR AN UPGRADE? 
AS A MATTER OF FACT…YES!

our continuing 
investment in your safety

In 2014, Sonitrol celebrated 50 
years as the premier manufacturer 
of verified electronic security 
technology. Eastern Security 
has been an authorized Sonitrol 
Dealer since its inception, and 
we are marking the anniversary 
with an upgrade to the latest in 
Sonitrol receiver technology at our 
monitoring facility. 

This enhancement will further 
our ability to provide you with 
lower false alarm rates, faster 
police responses and increased 
apprehensions. 

Sonitrol has assisted law 
enforcement in apprehending 
155,000 criminals since 1977. We 
are proud to be a part of that effort, 
and we are committed to investing 
in technologies that provide you 
with the highest quality service 
available. 

Depend On Us!
eastern

security services

Central New York:    
911 North Geddes Street; Syracuse, NY   13204
Local: 315-422-4141 
Toll Free: 866-422-4141

Southern Tier:
11928 B State Route 352; Corning, NY   14830
Local: 607-937-0548
Toll Free: 866-422-4141

Visit us at:
www.ESSSecurity.net

Like Us at:
https://www.facebook.com/ESSofNY

NYS License:  #12000258224

Nothing gives a friend, a 
colleague or a member of your 
family greater peace of mind 
than to know you can confidently 
recommend a product or service 
to them. 

Our Customer Referral Program awards $75 to customers who Our Customer Referral Program awards $75 to customers who 
refer residential or commercial property owners resulting in the refer residential or commercial property owners resulting in the 
installation and implementation of Eastern Security products and installation and implementation of Eastern Security products and 
services. Call or email us at info@esssecurity.netservices. Call or email us at info@esssecurity.net

Make it your goal that your friends and family feel the same sense Make it your goal that your friends and family feel the same sense 
of security and peace of mind that Eastern Security has brought of security and peace of mind that Eastern Security has brought 
into your own home or business.into your own home or business.


